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alternarea pasei cu două mâini de sus şi a preluării cu două mâini de jos; 
- 1a 5m de perete, elan, serviciu din săritură cu trimiterea mingii către un reper de 0,50mx0,50m pe perete la 2,50m; 
- autoridicare la fileu, elan şi lovitura de atac cu trimiterea mingii în cercări sau pătrate de 0,50m diametrul sau latura 
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            Abstract 
This paper presents the content and results of an experimental approach to training and competition 

by continuously reporting on the effectiveness of competing technical and tactical of individual and 
collective actions - followed by resizing preparedness plans on the appropriate time. Research was conducted 
in 2007-2008 at CSS Buzau team. The experimental year was crowned with the title of vice-champion 

Preparing specific junior teams I represent a challenge for any coach, especially if it can be capitalized 
through a demanding goal of obtaining a medal. We approached training by continuously reporting to the 
“effectiveness in competition”, technical-tactical of individual and collective actions - followed by resizing 
timely preparedness plans if needed. We believe that the level of efficiency is a decisive indicator 
benchmarking and resize specific training game volleyball at the junior I.  

Introduction 
Subjects fed the experiment were the components of junior team I CSS Buzău (1989-1990 

generation). These athletes have passed through all stages of training in the CSS group Buzau from novice to 
junior I and was prepared by Professor Marian Boldişteanu. Follow-up program objectification and 
awareness of its effectiveness in competition by athletes has been used experimentally in 2007-2008.. The 
research was conducted throughout the year competition, using as a starting point the behavior assessment 
team junior and CSS Buzau at the tournament "Marin Petrescu Memorial” held August 29 to September 2, 
2007 in Bistrita. The values of efficiency index following the tournament from Bistrita are (table 0): 

 Scervice Receive Set Hit  Block  Dig  Play  

Efficiency  0,388 0,588 0,751 0,599 0,262 0,460 0,518 
International 
average 0,468 0,802 0,764 0,686 0,386 0,583 0,626 

Table 0. Baseline effectiveness of technical and tactical - Memorial Marin Petrescu 
Conclusions of the initial assessment:  
1. All efficiency values are below the international average;  
2. Acquisition of service attack blocking and dig has the largest deviations (negative) from international 

media efficiency;  
3. Future training microcicles must include as objective preparing short-term efficiency of the service 

from 0.388 to 0.425, the receiving of service from 0.588 to 0.63, blocking of 0.262 to 0.35;  
4. These training objectives can be achieved by resizing the preparedness plans 
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After the tournament in Bistrita, given the effectiveness of technical and tactical levels of individual, 
we established the following short and medium term objectives:  

1. Until October 28, 2007 at the end of the tour - phase I (short-term objective) to increasing the 
efficiency of 0.388 to 0.400, and the acquisition of service from 0.588 to 0.630;  

2. Until December 2, 2007 taking the place I completed the phase I group (medium term objective). 
Objective digit: increased efficiency from 0.262 to 0.298.  

From the initial assessment was preparing parted in 2 periods of preparation and two periods of recovery. The 
planning has been allocated a larger amount of training in the technical and tactical actions of individual 2, who were 
deficient, that department and take over the service. The first training period included:  

 
Total training days  56 
Effective Preparation 51 
Break  5 
Working Volume 96 
Number of Workouts 48 
Official Games 3 
Extra volume preparation for B + SR 2h 40min 

Table 1. Model training period CSS Buzau junior team to conduct the tour 
 

After deployment Buzau CSS tour evaluation team games was (Table 2):  

 Scervice Receive Set Hit  Block  Dig  Play  

International 
average 0,468 0,802 0,764 0,686 0,386 0,583 0,626 

Bistriţa 0,388 0,588 0,751 0,599 0,262 0,460 0,419 
Efficiency  0,410 0,637 0,700 0,739 0,286 0,486 0,543 
Table 2 Values of effective technical and tactical actions undertaken by the tour championship games  

Conclusions after the first period of preparation and conduct of the tour: 
1. Short term objective was achieved;  
2. Technical and tactical effectiveness of individual actions has increased, which have been granted a further 
work in training;  
3. In the next period of training will be given a greater workload to the technical-tactical actions individual.  
• In the next phase of training should be made the medium term objective that is taking the place I group.  
From 30 oct 2007-2 dec 2007 training period was divided into a training period and a recovery. Resize 
preparedness plans I did it by allocating an additional volume of training, the freeze - as with the service and 
takeover of service;  

Total training days 35 
Effective Preparation 32 
Break 3 
Working Volume 60 
Number of Workouts 30 
Freiendly Games  
Official Games 3 
Extra volume preparation for B  100 min 

Table 3.Model period of the junior team preparing for the return CSS Buzau  
After deployment return the evaluation results were as follows (table 4.): 

 Scervice Receive Set  Hit  Block  Dig  Play  
Bistriţa 0,388 0,588 0,751 0,599 0,262 0,460 0,419 
Efficiency  0,425 0,745 0,648 0,639 0,295 0,487 0,539 
International 
average 0,468 0,802 0,764 0,686 0,386 0,583 0,626 

Appreciation Progres Progres Regres Progres Progres Progres Progres 
Tabel4. Actions technical-tactical values after games of phase I 
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Conclusions after 1st phase on the championship:  
1. Medium-term objective was achieved; the team takes place in Buzau CSS group and qualifies to the 
semifinal tournament;  
2. Increased service efficiency;  
3. Assumption of increased service efficiency;  
4. The effectiveness of the block grew  
5. Resize preparedness plans should be allocated an additional volume of technical and tactical work actions 
less effective.  
6. After carrying out the assessment tour, digital values were validated training plans.  
Performance objective established was to obtain a medal at the tournament.â 
Following preparation must be considered highly relevant knowledge that effectiveness of technical and 
tactical progress individual can not be so obvious. We say this because the teams that we meet have a 
different value, are better prepared having the composition of their national players in teams. 
  

Total training days 119 
Effective Preparation 112 
Break 5 
Working Volume 224 ore 
Number of Workouts 119 
Freiendly Games 4 
Official Games 5 
Extra volume preparation for play 
structures (S1+S2) 7 ore 

Table 5. Model during training tournament semifinal 
 Considering these aspects we decided to continue preparations to give an additional volume of work 
and acquisition of office only service throughout S1 preparation of technical-tactical action game that 
collective and S2 deadlock in the context of the game, following the period of preparation for tournament 
focused on the S3 training game. Macrociclu new content preparation (table 5.): Between 7 and 11 aprilie 
2008 tournament semifinal was held in Bucharest participating 6 teams. After deployment team game won 
second place Buzau CSS qualifying to the tournament, so the goal was achieved. The values of efficiency 
measures of individual and collective technical and tactical present them in Table 6. 
 

 Scervice Receive Set Hit  Block  Dig  Play  
Bistriţa 0,388 0,588 0,751 0,599 0,262 0,460 0,419 
Efficiency  0,425 0,745 0,648 0,639 0,295 0,487 0,539 
Efficiency final 
tournement 0,427 0,760 0,690 0,656 0,301 0,490 0,554 

International 
average 0,468 0,802 0,764 0,686 0,386 0,583 0,626 

Appreciation Progres Progres Regres Progres Progres Progres Progres 
Table 6. Individual tactical and technical efficiency measures obtained from Buzau CSS team in the 

tournament semifinal 
The 7-11 may 2008 final tournament was held in Dej wit the best teams: LAPI Dej, CSS Buzău, 

Liceul 12 Bucureşti, CSS Topliţa, LPS Piatra-Neamţ şi CSS Constanţa  
Our team took second place obtaining silver medal.  
We believe that this way of training - a scientific management training times reported to the 

effectiveness of competition - made it possible to obtain good results.  
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Macrocicle preparation No.1 - Specimen 
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Preparation microcicle with additional volume to improve service and the receive of service (in red) - Specimen


